Case study

eLaw creates a very high
IOPS SQL Server Cluster at
1/4th of the cost
High IOPS NVMe drives combined with AWS
EBS and FSx offers a highly scalable but
durable solution
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THE CHALLENGE

To host and manage its IT infrastructure, eLaw had a contract with a third party data center. To boost operational reliability, lower costs and

add greater scalability and flexibility into their infrastructure setup, eLaw was looking to migrate to the cloud. The data center contract was

due for renewal in a few months so they needed the migration to happen quickly, but without compromising on data security or availability.

BYOL (Bring Your Own License) was also required to take advantage of corporate license discounts. And finally, eLaw needed very high IOPS

(Input/Output Operations per Second) to ensure reliable storage performance without the associated cost increase.

THE SOLUTION

Axcess designed a solution for eLaw consisting of three key elements:

One, the migration was performed using an incremental “lift and optimize” approach to migrate data to a new cloud-optimized

environment, instead of the more popular “lift and shift” approach. We chose lift and optimize because of its potential to shorten the

time-to-value, while also enabling cloud-led transformation during the migration process itself. The approach also avoided the common

problem of over-provisioned existing workloads both before and after migration, and its associated inefficiencies and costs.


The second part of the solution: the AWS BYOL option. This pay-as-you-go model made it easier to bring and manage their existing

licenses for Microsoft Windows Server and SQL Server to AWS. It also allows for the seamless creation of virtual machines in EC2, while

AWS takes care of managing their licenses to help ensure compliance.


The final part of the solution I4en’s NVMe (non volatile memory) Instance Store delivered low latency and high random IOPS performance.

Simultaneously, EBS (Elastic Block Store) storage delivered high fault tolerance for enhanced data durability, scalability and reliability –

perfect for both high-performance database workloads and large, sequential workloads.



Key solution elements:


1. Lift and optimize migration


2. AWS BYOL


3. Combination of NVMe Instance Store and EBS
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REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
Here is the final architecture of our solution offering

PROJECT TIME DURATION

From planning to deployment to full migration and integration:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce magna et auctor ut sit enim. Metus tellus dignissim enim mattis eget libero blandit in. Luctus ipsum morbi

ultrices elit, nunc condimentum quis gravida amet. Nec molestie amet, eget dictum commodo tellus enim. A tristique vulputate nullam placerat. Turpis eleifend dui placerat

vulputate pellentesque tristique. Ac mi nullam tincidunt viverra. Maecenas congue aliquam vel vel morbi nulla. Sed in praesent magna massa luctus pellentesque urna, eu.

Velit scelerisque proin et quisque pellentesque sit cursus aliquet.

THE BENEFITS

Very high IOPS at

Durable backup

Software

low cost

and archiving

delivery agility

The solution delivers very

AWS FSx provides fully managed and

Cloud-optimized environment delivered greater 


high IOPS (100K+) at 1/4 th

automated file storage, and inexpensive


agility and scalability to their software


of the standard cost.

but durable backup and archiving.

development and delivery lifecycle. It also

NEXT STEPS

To learn how cloud migration, AWS and Axcess.io can help your business achieve

long-term digital transformation at low cost, email sales@axcess.io or visit our

axcess.io

website.
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